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KIT Referral Form 

 

We appreciate you sharing your concerns for this student with the KIT 

Team.  Once we receive the form, we will obtain parent permission to begin 

collecting data to see if other teachers share your observations.  Once the 

data is gathered, a case manager will be assigned if facts warrant.  That 

person will update you as to the steps taken by KIT.  Our goal is to help the 

student and family access resources that can enhance the student’s chances 

for success both academically and socially. 

 

Please return the completed form to Kate Rentschler or any KIT Team 

Member. 
 

Name of Student___________________________________________ 

Grade______________         Date________________ 

 

Referring Faculty Member _______________________________ 

May I use your name when meeting with the student explaining someone is concerned 

about him/her?      Yes_______       No_________ 

 

Please describe in as much detail as possible the observable behaviors that concern you. 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

Have you made the student aware of your concerns?  How? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Provide any additional information that you think helpful for the Team to know. 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 



 

A. Academic Performance 

 

Check each area you believe to be appropriate.  Please comment with specific example 

where possible. 

 _______Drop in grades, lower ______Lack of motivation/effort 

    achievement 

 _______Work incomplete/missing ______Not staying on task, behind others 

 _______Unprepared to class  ______Poor short term memory/can’t  

                                                                                     remember day to day 

 _______Cheating   ______Inability to follow directions 

 _______Decreased Participation ______Easily distracted/short attention span 

 

Comments: 

 

 

 

B. Physical Appearance 

 

_______Deteriorating personal ______Smells of alcohol or marijuana 

              appearance 

_______Cold-like symptoms/  ______Complains of nausea/vomiting 

              watery eyes, sniffling 

_______Frequent cough  ______Glassy, bloodshot eyes 

_______Slurred speech  ______Unsteady on feet 

 

 

Comments: 

 

 

 

 

C. Behavior 

 

______Attempts to sleep, lethargic ______Frequent borrowing of money 

______Destruction of property  ______Irresponsibility 

______Inappropriate responses, obscene ______Mood swings/crying, depression/ 

            language, argumentative   withdrawal, hyperactivity 

______Paranoid behavior/defensive ______Talks freely of drugs/alcohol 

______Attention-getting behavior/ ______Fighting 

       class clown, putting self or  ______Talk of suicide or death 

            others down   ______Expresses hopelessness/helplessness 

______Use of death themes in poems ______Self abusive behavior/cutting 

            art or writings 

 

Comments: 


